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Abstract Understanding how drivers and passengers move and interact with respect to a vehicle is very important to vehicle packaging design. Ingress/Egress is a typical example of such motion and interaction. Being able to assess a vehicle’s ingress/egress performance early in a design process is therefore crucial to successful vehicle development. Conventional methods rely on clinic research with physical bucks, which is an expensive, time consuming and subjective process. Motion capture techniques have been used in academia for biomechanical research, in the movie industry for animated films, and in the manufacturing industry for simulating and planning operators' paths in the work environment. However, no existing systems provide a systematic approach to incorporate motion capture tests and analysis in an integrated environment for vehicle design. This paper presents a system that uses motion capture techniques and digital human models for analyzing human motions during vehicle ingress/egress. The system was developed on top of the CATIA platform using CATIA’s digital manikins, though other digital manikins could be used. Keywords: Vehicle Ergonomics, Ingress/Egress, Motion Capture, Biomechanics, Digital Human Modelling.



1.



Introduction



Assessing vehicle ingress/egress performance was a very difficult and highly subjective task. Historically, engineers had relied on a real vehicle or a physical mockup of a vehicle, called a static seating buck, or both for evaluations. These evaluations were either conducted by experts within the company or through customer clinics conducted in big cities like New York, Atlanta and Los Angeles. It was a very subjective process. The decision on what constitutes a good or bad vehicle ingress/egress performance solely resided in the subjective assessment of a few experienced engineers. The results were often late due to the long lead time required for building a physical property. Costly late design changes were very common. Even when the results revealed performance issues, it was extremely difficult to identify the root cause since the vehicle package dimensions, such as H30 – seat height, as specified in SAE Motor Vehicle Dimensions J1100 [1] are all one dimensional while ingress/egress performances are assessed in a three dimensional environment. A static seating buck is a full size property of a vehicle interior seating area designed and built per design targets and assumptions for a vehicle. It is a physical prototype that represents the design intent
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of a vehicle interior occupant package. Traditionally, multiple seating bucks are needed during a typical vehicle design process. In the early stage, rough shaped, less expensive surrogate seating bucks with targeted vehicle package dimensions are built for target setting. As the design progresses, more detailed seating bucks are built for various packaging and ergonomics analysis and design sign-offs. Toward the later stage, a realistic seating buck is built for market research to bring in real word customer feedback. A "Programmable Vehicle Model" (PVM) [2] is an alternative to the static seating bucks that are typically used in the early stages of a vehicle design. A PVM is an articulated buck of a vehicle, which moves from one vehicle configuration to another via sliding panels and movable components that are actuated by software-multiplexed electric motors. It was first introduced in late 1980s by Prefix Corp. for market research studies in clinic settings. It has also been used for various vehicle interior package studies [3]. Major shortfalls of these early generation PVMs include their lack of dimensional accuracy and lack of the ranges and flexibility to meet today's automotive package design and appraisal needs. In the mid-2000s, Ford developed a new generation of PVMs [4], which are armature based with a bidirectional connection to
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the vehicle package design in CAD. This new generation of PVMs provides the flexibility and accuracy that vehicle package design needs, while maintaining the fast setup timing of the original PVMs. Motion capture technologies have been used in academia for biomechanical research, in the movie industry for animated films, and in the manufacturing industry for simulating and planning operators' paths in the work environment. Commonly used commercial software includes Vicon [5] and MotionAnalysis [6]. Motion capture technologies have also been used in vehicle design for various applications, such as vehicle seat belt usage [7], in-vehicle reach [8] [9], and ingress/egress [10] [11]. For most of these applications, motions are captured in either wide open or relatively open spaces with little to no camera view obstructions. However, human motions with respect to the use of a vehicle are constrained by various vehicle components, for example, seat, steering wheel, instrument panel, door, etc. For a complex motion such as an ingress/egress motion, the human body itself causes obstruction as well. This makes the motion capture for vehicle ingress/egress very challenging. No existing methods or systems provide a systematic approach to incorporate motion capture tests and analysis in an integrated environment. Issues exist that prevent the effective use of this technology in vehicle packaging design: 1) Physical camera view obstructions generated by conventional seating bucks or real vehicles 2) Lack of linkages between the testing hardware, the cameras, the motions, and the vehicle design in CAD There are several commercially available digital human models, for example, Ramsis [12], Jack [13] and Human Builder [14]. They have been used for analyzing ergonomic tasks such as seated postures and the sequence of assembly line operations. These digital human models all have surface representations of a human body and unique kinematic representations of a human skeleton for setting the joint angles of human body segments. Controlling the motions of a human body is traditionally conducted by setting the joint angles at several key postures and then interpolating the joint angles between them. The resultant motions are not realistic human motions, thus are not suitable for ingress/egress analysis. To overcome this shortfall, Jack offers an API for live connection with the motions captured in a motion capture system, for example Vicon. The motions can then be recorded in Jack for later use. X. Wang and his colleagues [10] [11] developed methods to reconstruct motions



for digital human models from real subject movements captured during motion capture tests. 2.



Human (HOPS)



Occupant



Package



Simulator



Although the new Ford PVM [4] provides much needed accuracy and flexibility for vehicle packaging studies, it was designed as a quick and less expensive alternative of vehicle seating bucks for conventional vehicle package assessment not for motion capture. It presents too much obstruction for cameras and thus is not suitable for motion capture. In order to capture quality ingress/egress motions, a new system was designed and built based on the same design concept as the Ford PVM with unique features that are important for motion capture, for example, minimal structure that can still represent realistic vehicle packages and easy camera attachment.



Figure 1 HOPS with Generic Panels and Components The new system, named the Human Occupant Package Simulator (HOPS) (Figure 1), is a quarter PVM that can be quickly configured to represent driver or second and third row passenger compartments. Similar to the Ford PVM, HOPS is an armature system. It has a set of generic panels and components, and is capable of simulating vehicle packages with a wide range of dimensions and any combination of those dimensions. HOPS can also be mocked up with vehicle specific panels, for example, a door, and components to represent a targeted vehicle package (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 HOPS with Vehicle Specific Panels and Components Integrated into HOPS are multiple Vicon cameras, force platforms, and force sensors built into the steering column, which can capture an occupant’s motion and record the forces exerted on an occupant’s body during the motion. The vehicle floor is chosen to be the global reference point for the HOPS hardware, cameras and sensors. The physical HOPS is connected to its virtual representation in CATIA, called Virtual HOPS (VHOPS). As illustrated in Figure 3, VHOPS accepts input directly from vehicle packages, computes the necessary dimensions for HOPS setup and then sends them to the computer that controls HOPS movement. This bidirectional connection enables quick and accurate package setup in HOPS.



Figure 3 Connections between HOPS and Package Design in CATIA 3.



Ingress/Egress Motion Capture and Digital Human Model



The Vicon system is a camera based 3-D marker tracking system. Up to 14 cameras are strategically placed around the HOPS and in the foot well of the HOPS. The cameras include infra-red (IR) LEDs and IR optical filters. The cameras record the location of 14 mm spherical reflective markers that are taped to the subject’s body. Using Vicon Nexus software the 3D locations of the markers are calculated. A marker model is defined to accurately capture the motion of large segments of the body (Figure 4). In addition, markers locations are strategically placed to allow accurate scaling of a digital manikin to represent the subject (Figure 5).



Figure 4 Vicon Maker Model



Figure 5 Marker Placement In addition to kinematic and subjective data, force platforms are used to collect the reactive forces and moments between the subject and the ground, vehicle floor and seat. The force platforms are AMTI Accugait force platforms. Force data is collected with Vicon Nexus software and is synchronized with the motion data. Strain gauge sensors are mounted on the steering column to record the amount of force placed on the steering wheel by the subject’s hands. Strain gauge data is also collected with Vicon Nexus software and synchronized with motion data and force platform data. Digital video of each trial is recorded and is synchronized with the motion and force data. Video data serves as a visual reference for the identification of ingress/egress strategies as well as to check for any unusual movements. CATIA Human Builder is chosen as the digital human model. Human Builder uses ANSUR’s 103 anthropometric measurements [14] to scale its digital human model. Since it is impractical to measure all 103 anthropometric dimensions, only a manageable subset of the measurements are taken during a test. For the ingress/egress test, 19 anthropometric measurements are taken, for example weight, stature, seated height (Figure 6).
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These measurements are used to scale a test subject’s corresponding Human Builder manikin, and the default values supplied by CATIA are used for the missing measurements.



Figure 8 An Ingress Application



Figure 6 Anthropometric Measurements Various subjective questionnaires about the discomfort and ease of getting in and out of a vehicle are also used. One example of such scale is shown in Figure 7. The responses to the questionnaires together with the motion data are stored in a motion database which is indexed by key vehicle dimensions and subjects' anthropometric measurements.



Human Builder Manikins were scaled to represent the test subjects with their respective anthropometric measurements taken during the test. Their captured movements were used to drive their digital manikins in CATIA. Figure 9 shows one posture of the same subject’s ingress movement in CATIA.



Figure 7 Subjective Rating Scale 4. Applications The new system has been used for various vehicle applications, from analyzing foot swing to calculating head clearances. The design assessment was provided in both subjective ratings and, for the first time, the physical data (e.g. swept volumes in CAD). It changed the decision making process from pure subjective driven to data driven. Shown in Figure 8 is a vehicle ingress application. The design team was interested in how people get into this particular vehicle with the door at a parking lot position. HOPS was mocked up with vehicle specific door trim panels. Subjects were brought in, measured and markered up. Ingress motions were captured.



Figure 9 Ingress Movement in CATIA Based on the captured motions, the swept volumes were generated with CATIA functions, and positioned together with the vehicle package components in VHOPS. Shown in Figure 10 are a collection of all subjects’ head swept volumes as their heads move under the roof rail and foot swept volumes for both the left and right foot movements between the ground and the vehicle floor. With these swept volumes, clearances can be measured and potential interferences between body segments and vehicle components can be detected.
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Figure 10 Foot and Head Swept Volumes One quantitative way to check interference is using cut sections at critical planes of design interests. For example, a section that is cut along the upper door opening on the head swept volumes is used to check head positions and clearances. A section cut along the lower door opening is good for checking potential interferences of foot swing with rocker or seat. Superimposing these two sections together shows both foot and head positioning during ingress. Figure 11 depicts such a superimposing and it reveals the potential foot interferences with the lower door opening design while the heads still have some clearance under the upper door opening.



Figure 12 Leg Swept Volumes



5. Conclusion An integrated hardware-in-the loop system for motion capture testing and analysis has been developed and used for the design of multiple vehicles. The use of the system avoids costly seating buck builds and reduces engineering time and cost associated with both buck build and conducting the tests. Most importantly, it completely changes the decision making process from pure subjective driven to data driven. It enables engineers to assess a vehicle's ingress/egress performance early in the design process, which leads to better vehicle packages and better customer satisfaction. References



Figure 11 Sections Cut of Foot and Head Swept Volumes at Door Opening Leg swept volumes are also used for rocker width design. Increased rocker width can improve other vehicle performances. However, it will also increase the distance from the outermost part of the vehicle, along vehicle width, to the seat (SAE dimension SgRP – W18), which makes the ingress/egress movement more difficult. The lower leg swept volumes generated with the captured egress motions provide engineers physical data in the design environment to assess how wide the rocker can be. Figure 12 illustrates the leg swept volumes with a potential rocker section design.
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